
SAS Exercise 3 - Regression

Using SAS Analyst and the N data from Exercise 1, your task is to determine the best
model to describe the relationship between Yield and N. 

Part 1. You choose the model.
Perform a linear regression in Analyst (using Statistics: Regression: Simple) and decide whether
the relationship seems reasonable based on the analysis and plots of the data and residuals.
Improve the model and run it again.

1. Select Statistics: Regression: Simple: Linear
Yield is dependent
N is explanatory

Select Statistics: Std. Regression coefficients
Confidence limits for estimates

Select Plots
Predicted: Plot observed vs. predicted

Plot observed vs. independent
Residual: Plot residuals vs variables

Residuals: Ordinary
Variables: Independents

Select Titles and type in a title

Select Predictions
Predict original sample
List predictions
Add residuals

2. Run the analysis and interpret the results. What is the regression equation? Evaluate the fit
using r-square, the scatter plot of Yield vs N, and the plot of residuals vs N. Suggest a better
model for the data.

3. Run your new model and evaluate the results as before. What is the new regression equation?

Part 2. SAS chooses the model
Let SAS choose the best model by trying different combinations of explanatory variables using
PROC STEPWISE (Regression: Linear).

1. Create new variables from data table

Select Data: Transform: Compute
To create new variable NSQ (N squared), Type NSQ instead of Comp1
Double click N, double click * and double click N. Click OK.



Also create new variables
NRT = sqrt(N)
RepN = Rep*N

2. Select Statistics: Regression: Linear
Yield is dependent
All other quantitative variables are explanatory

Select Model: Stepwise

Select Statistics: Std. regression coefficients

Set up Predictions, Plots and Titles as before

3. Run the analysis and interpret the results. What is the regression equation? Compare to the
results obtained using simple regression in Part 1. Which model do you believe is the best model
to describe the relationship between Yield and N? Why?

This exercise does not have to be turned in.


